Understanding our Identity in Christ,
establishing solid foundations for life and
ministry and experience life transformation.
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SCHOOL OF
TR ANSFORMATION

Te a c hi n g a n d Tra i ni n g
Eight core subjects
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Neuma College creates a learning environment
and a training process to enable students to

serve effectively in their voc ations as well as the
movement the Lord has c alled them to build.

Who are we now that we are a new creation in Christ?
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Old Testament Overview

3

New Testament Overview
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Leading, Caring and Evangelising
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Theology

experience personal transformation and practic al
preparation for ministry in order to enable them to

Identity in Christ

Creation, Fall, Call of a Nation, Covenant, Holiness,
Plan of Redemption, Messianic Hope.

Jesus, Salvation, Church, Work of the Spirit,
Spiritual life and Call to Make Disciples.

Reading:

As well as the prescribed textbook
for most subjects, there will be a
book and sections of Bible to read
each term.

–
–
–
–
–
–

Ministry Practicum
Transformation groups
Mentoring
Study sessions
Missions trip
Participation in conferences,
special events and Team Advance
evenings.

How do we shepherd and disciple people?

Who is God: Father and trinity? Doctrines of the atonement.

Study Options:
Full time - Over one year, 4 terms
Part time - Over two consecutive
years, 8 terms

Apply Now
college.neuma .church
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6

Biblical Interpretation

7

Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit

8

The Church: history and theology

How do we understand and apply the scriptures?

Who is Christ and how do we walk according to the Spirit?

Its nature and purpose.

Subjects cannot be studied outside
the course except Identity which will
be taught over three Saturdays every
February and can be studied as a
stand alone unit.
Non-accredited course designed for a
life changing experience!
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